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The project is conceived to study the happenings in Afghanistan in the last few years. The aim is to study the historical instability in Afghanistan in terms of ethnicity and to also study what effect the rise of fundamentalism would have on this. Some of the issues that would be explored are: would fundamentalism lead to greater militancy and would it get exported; Is the narco trade facilitating this and where in the region would the effects be felt; Are we in a position to extrapolate the effects in the Central Asian Republics and what kind of role would Russia play in such a situation. What would be the role of China since Xinjiang is primarily an Islamic region? Would China be prompted to check the spread covertly and overtly or by proxy through Pakistan? What would be the effect in Pakistan since tribal identities spread across the borders and large number of fundamentalist groups have their own madrassas and camps in Pakistan. As these groups are getting their finances through narco money, would they be controllable by Pakistan and to what extent. The role Osama- bin- Laden has in fuelling fundamentalist congregation and militancy in Afghanistan. The overall global implications of this phenomenon of Talibanisation will be discussed along with the fallouts for the US. Possible options available to the US would be analyzed to determine how the spread of radical fundamentalism could be checked. The examination of the above aspects will be used to draw out conclusions in terms of security implications on the region around Afghanistan and in global terms. The project would briefly explore the history of Afghanistan and the implications of Jihad and fundamentalism. This would lead to an understanding of the causatives so that the rise of Taliban can be understood in better perspective. The regional implications would then be analyzed by discussing various countries of the region and effects on them. This would then be progressed to discuss global fallouts and the effects as also the options for US
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SECURITY IMPLICATIONS OF THE RISE OF FUNDAMENTALISM IN AFGHANISTAN AND ITS REGIONAL AND GLOBAL IMPACT

Afghanistan enjoys a strategic location in Asia. It borders Pakistan in the Indian Subcontinent, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, China and Iran. For more than a century and a half, the developments in Afghanistan have had vast implications in the region. Afghanistan with its multifarious ethnic configuration has a long record of resistance to adverse foreign interventions. In 1950, Owen Latimore had described the region as: "A whirlpool in which meet political currents flowing from China, Russia, India and the Moslem Middle East." The description is apt but at that time the author would not have foreseen the disintegration of the powerful Soviet monolith, or for that matter the suddenness of its demise.

![Map of Afghanistan and Neighbouring Countries](Figure 1)

The mobilization of religious orthodoxy in Afghanistan, under occupation by the erstwhile Soviet Union, is a study by itself. What concerns the present project is the chilling transformation of a purely defensive mobilization of the religious orthodoxy to one of offensive religious fundamentalism with pan-Islamic overtones, capable of conducting global terrorism. It needs to be emphasized that the religious mobilization in the first place could not have
succeeded, in forcing the Soviets to withdraw, without the massive military and financial assistance from the most powerful nation in the world. It appears that in ensuring the aim of crippling the Soviets by a “Vietnam type” struggle, the end state in Afghanistan was never visualized. It is of interest to note that the very ethnic groups that stood side by side in their confrontation with the Red Army, suffered serious internal rifts in the aftermath of the Soviet withdrawal. As things stand today, each of them is involved in a conflict to attain power.

In recent times the Islamic militants have made headlines from Chechnya and Dagestan to Kyrgyzstan, and from Osama Bin Laden to Pakistani insurgents in Kashmir. These developments have spurred fears that the Islamic fundamentalism is on the rise and spilling across the border regions of the Muslim world. Three major happenings in 1999 contributed to the increased concern. The first was the incident of Uzbek gunmen based in Tajikistan, holding hostages twice in Kyrgyzstan and then battling it out with the security forces in the name of their goal of turning Uzbekistan into an Islamic state. The second incident concerned the Taliban, who have imposed their own perception of Islam in a most severe form, and their refusal to hand over Osama Bin Laden, despite UN sanctions and the US claim that he was the mastermind behind terrorist attacks against the US. The third took place in Pakistan, where an Islamic strike force aided and abetted by the Pakistani army invaded and were then evicted in fierce engagements, bringing India and Pakistan, the two new nuclear states, close to an all out war.

When the above-mentioned incidents are taken together, they suggest a coherent strategy by Islamic fundamentalist militants to press forward on many fronts with the common goal of building new Islamic states. This paper explores the rise of fundamentalist forces in the strategically located and volatile region of Afghanistan, consequent effects in the region, global fallout and options for United States in dealing with it. It is worth pointing out that some countries like Russia and a majority of Central Asian Republics strongly advocate the thesis that there is a coherent plan to advance Islamic fundamentalism. David Nissman, a regional expert, however, sounds a dissenting note. He contends that though the Islamic militants of the region share a common use of Islam as their rallying cry, their conflicts are local in nature. In his view the only common thread one should see in the various conflicts involving Islamic militants is the readiness of some of the militants in one country to take part in what they see as a holy war in another country. Many of these travelling combatants, at times mercenaries, hail from Pakistan, which is home to a large Islamic movement radicalized by the nurturing of the Taliban and subsequent active involvement in their fight in Afghanistan to gain control of the better part of that country.
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Afghanistan, often called the crossroads of Central Asia, has had a turbulent history. Geographically the country straddles the ancient trade routes between Iran and India as well as Iran and China. Afghanistan has fallen to many invaders and conquerors through the ages, like Darius in 500 BC, Alexander The Great in 329 BC, The Scythians, White Huns and Turks in the centuries that followed. Numerous Arab invaders from seventh century AD onwards not only captured the area but also established Islam as the dominant religion. Arab rule gave way to the Persians till Turkic Ghaznavids ousted them in 998 AD. Mahmud of Ghazni (998-1030 AD) consolidated the conquests of his predecessors and turned Ghazni into a great cultural center as well as the base for his frequent forays into India. He is considered to be the greatest of Afghan rulers and had an empire stretching from parts of Iran to parts of India (the area of present day Pakistan). Mahmud's short-lived dynasty was thrown out by the Mongol invasion in 1219 AD, led by Genghis Khan. The Mongols destroyed many cities like Herat, Ghazni and Balkh and despoil the fertile agricultural areas. After the death of Genghis Khan, a succession of petty chieftains struggled for supremacy till late 14th century AD. Then Timur, a descendent of his, incorporated Afghanistan in his own vast Asian Empire. Babur, a descendent of Timur and the founder of the Moghul dynasty in India, made Kabul the capital of an Afghan principality in the beginning of 16th century AD. Afghanistan became a nation state, almost of what it is today, in 1747 under Ahmed Shah. A Durrani Pashtun, Ahmed Shah was elected king by the tribal council after the assassination of Persian ruler Nadir Shah. He is credited for establishment of the Durrani dynasty. All of Afghan rulers until the 1978 communist coup were from the Durrani dynasty and were members of the Mohammadzai clan of the Durrani Pashtun confederation.

The expanding British and Russian empires significantly influenced Afghanistan in the 19th century. The British concerns over Russian advances in Central Asia and growing influence in
Persia resulted in two Anglo-Afghan wars. The first in 1839-1842 period resulted in the total destruction of the British force and is remembered as an example of ferocity of Afghan resistance to foreign rule. The second in period 1878-1880 was sparked by Amir Sher Ali's refusal to accept the British mission. The conflict resulted in Amir Abdur Rehman coming to the throne and in his reign the official boundaries were established between the British and Russians. These boundaries correspond to what is now the modern day Afghanistan. An agreement in 1907 gave the British control over foreign affairs of Afghanistan. The third Anglo-Afghan war in 1919 resulted in Amir Amanullah regaining control of foreign policy and declaring Afghanistan as an independent nation. In 1926 Amanullah proclaimed a monarchy to replace the Emirate. He also embarked on a modernization program on the pattern of reforms in Turkey. Some of these alienated many tribal and religious leaders, especially the reforms concerning the modernization of the women's roles. Amanullah was forced to abdicate in 1929 after Kabul fell to forces led by Tajik brigand Bachai-i-Saako. With Pashtun support, Nadir Khan a cousin of Amanullah recaptured Kabul and in turn was proclaimed as King Nadir Shah. On his assassination in 1933, his son Zahir Shah succeeded him and reigned from 1933 to 1973.

In 1964, Zahir Shah promulgated a liberal democratic constitution. This provided for a two chamber legislature in which the king appointed one third of the deputies, one third were elected by the people and the remaining one third were selected indirectly by provincial assemblies. This experiment in democracy did not produce any significant reforms but did allow the growth of unofficial extremist parties of both the right and the left. His cousin and Prime Minister, Daoud Khan overthrew Zahir Shah in 1973. Daoud was killed in 1978 and a pro-soviet regime led by Nur Mohammed Taraki came into being. Another coup in 1979 brought in Hafizullah Amin briefly and he too was killed in a coup supported by Soviet troops in December 1979. Soviets installed Babarak Karmal as the head of the Afghan government. The Soviet invasion and efforts by the Karmal government to establish control led to over five million Afghans fleeing to Iran and Pakistan. The Soviet intervention brought in the United States, which provided arms, training and financial support to the resistance movement (the Mujahadin) through Pakistan. The Soviets stung by their losses and the economic drain eventually withdrew in 1989 but continued to aid the pro-Soviet regime in Afghanistan headed now by Najibullah. The US and the USSR signed an agreement in 1991 to stop arming and supporting all feuding sides in Afghanistan. This lead to the ouster of Najibullah in 1992 and the fall of Kabul to the rebel groups. Despite agreement to have an interim government led by Burhanuddin Rabbani, the rebel groups continued to fight among themselves to seek tribal supremacy. The power struggle amongst various tribes was also fanned by Pakistan, which was seeking a pliant regime in Kabul so that
both the security and trade interests could be served. Into the already fermenting cauldron entered the Taliban and despite their eventually holding sway over a large part of Afghanistan, the fight still continues. We will examine this phenomenon in greater detail later.

Afghanistan’s strategic location and the multitude of feuding tribes have been the cause of its rather violent history. The bloodshed and violence have been an intrinsic part of Afghan society and the resistance to foreign domination has been a part of their culture. Historically too, the Afghans appear to have favored medieval societal norms. This is evident by their resistance to any reforms concerning the role of women and their tribal laws. The present conflict situation should also be viewed in the light of the fact that while Soviets reportedly supplied $5.7 billion worth of military equipment to its proteges, the US provided $5 billion worth of arms and equipment to the rebel groups. Thus there are $10.7 billion worth of arms, basically in the small arms category, available to various factions in Afghanistan. This availability affects any agreement to seek a peaceful solution or conflict termination amongst the various factions.

FUNDAMENTALISM AND JIHAD

FUNDAMENTALISM

It is important to discuss the term fundamentalism before we analyze the rise of the Taliban so that we have a common ground for our discussion. Generally the words fundamentalism, traditionalism and communalism are often used synonymously. These words, however, have differing distinct meanings. Religious orthodoxy is often described as fundamentalism. Religious orthodoxy is imbued with great social implications but very little political context, though not always bereft of it. On the contrary, the term fundamentalism, as used by most of the writers, scholars and the media today, constitutes serious political implications. The changed perception of this term came about at the time of the Islamic revolution in Iran. Most writings show that this term was basically used, primarily by the western media, to debunk Islamic revolution in Iran. It is also interesting that the same term is not used when it comes to describing the Saudi regime even though the religious orthodoxy there is as visible as Iran. Thus, one finds the term ‘orthodox’ characterizing Saudi regime while Iranian regime is described as ‘fundamentalist’. The term fundamentalism today connotes serious and threatening implications and implicit in it is the idea of religious militancy. It is interesting to note that in the initial stages of the Taliban movement gaining upper hand in Afghanistan, it was not perceived dangerous and was not labeled as ‘fundamentalist’ but considered ‘orthodox’. The perception probably was that they would be controllable and may also help in gaining control
over the Central Asian Republics, which had become nominally independent on dissolution of the Soviet Union. It was also probably perceived by analysts that since Pakistan was to a large extent controlling them, it would ensure that the Taliban do not threaten the western interests. This was based on the premise that it had been a recipient of aid during the struggle against Soviets. The Taliban not only imposed a medieval version of Islamic injunctions but also started threatening western interests. In the mould of Iranian ‘mullahcracy’, they commenced sponsoring of anti-west terrorist activities. They, at this juncture acquired the label of being fundamentalists. It is important to highlight this perceptional labeling, since, in present lexicon all radical religious movements with political implications are described as ‘fundamentalist movements’. What needs emphasis is the fact that there is a very thin line between fundamentalism and religious orthodoxy. Both obstruct change and contribute to social stagnation. The fundamentalists go a step further by being radical and spreading terrorism and violence as part of their zeal to spread the religion.

JIHAD

The violence of Islamic fundamentalist organizations has emerged as a subject of anxious concern throughout the world. The fundamentalists have increasingly used the term ‘Jihad’, or ‘Holy War’, to justify their recourse to militancy. A scan of Islamic religious literature brings out that Islam considers the world divided in two parts viz. ‘Dar al-Harb (the domain of war)’ and ‘Dar al-Islam (the domain of Islam). The ‘Dar al-Islam’ generally refers to those lands and people who have accepted Allah and his messenger ‘The Prophet’. The ‘Dar al-Harb’ indicates the lands and people outside the boundaries of religion’s propagation. Thus, one can say that inherent within this concept is the notion of conflict concerning the areas outside Islam.

Jihad is derived from the word ‘Jahada’, meaning “to struggle” or “to strive”. The word ‘Jihad’ actually refers to “a struggle” and scholars in their interpretations of the ‘Holy Koran’ refer to ‘Jihad’ as a struggle to defeat inner impurities and submit to the will of ‘Allah’. It is supposed to connote spiritual and moral struggle. For centuries the notion of and the word ‘Jihad’ have been employed by the Islamic society as a justification for the use of force. There are some writers like John Kelsey who speak of ‘Jihad’ as being the virtual sixth pillar of Islam. This is due to the great obligation of followers of Islam to struggle in the path of the Allah and to propagate the religion. John Esposito, one of the most prolific and effective interpreters of Islam has given a more balanced view. He has suggested that in its most general sense and application, ‘Jihad’ does refer to the obligation of Muslims to strive to realize God’s will and lead
a virtuous life. He feels that this also includes the universal mission and obligation of the Muslim to spread “God’s will and rule”.

The militancy is also inherent in the notion of spreading the religion. The Muslim armies advancing out of Arabia offered three choices to people they encountered viz. conversion to their faith; acceptance of Muslim rule and the rights and duties which went with it to qualify for the subsequent protection; and lastly non acceptance leading to battle and annihilation. The spread and expansion of Islam was not always peaceful and forcible conversions have been pursued with vigorous zeal after conquering a particular land. The history of the Mughal expansion in the Indian subcontinent also brings out, that it was always the more orthodox and religiously inclined who pursued the path of cruelty and sword to seek conversions to Islamic faith. Those who had a better understanding of the religion and could interpret the various facets logically tended to be more liberal. In later case the conversions were peaceful and the result of Sufi missionaries as well as the charitable works of the rulers themselves. Akbar, the Great, and his fourth generation successor Aurangjeb adequately exemplify this aspect. Akbar’s reign was noted by his secular cabinet and spread of religion through charitable works. He even went on to suggest a more liberal religious form called “Din-E-Illahi”. Aurangjeb’s reign, by contrast, was marked by his religious zeal to convert by terrorizing and demolishing symbols of other religions in the wake of his conquests.

Having defined ‘jihad’, it is worth considering the conditions for legitimate initiation of jihad. The available literature does not provide any clear consensus on this issue. There are widely accepted guidelines. Thus, initiation of ‘Jihad’ can be firstly for ‘self defense’, secondly for ‘revolution’ against unjust rule, and thirdly for the ‘implementation of the holy law or Shariah’. The Islamists of the day generally take recourse to the later two reasons to invoke and justify their call for ‘Jihad’. It has also been an accepted norm that ‘Jihad’ must be instigated by the call of a proper authority. This authority has been vested from time to time in either the central theologian or ‘Imam’ or an accepted high ranking ‘ulema’ (the class of religious scholars) or the ruler backed by the chief religious head. Despite these norms, there are numerous instances when such opinion has been ignored and the initiation is a result of literal interpretation of the ‘holy Koran’ to wage fight against the non-believers. Youssef Choueiri has enunciated a Clausewitzian paradigm in his book Islamic Fundamentalism. According to him ‘Jihad’ is the continuation of God’s politics by other means. It is an obligation to wage ‘Jihad’ whenever legal rules and tenets of Islam are violated or neglected. In this context ‘Jihad’ is seen as a form of political struggle to disarm the enemy and allow Islam to apply its ‘Shariah’ unhindered. It is also perceived that the central purpose of the ‘Jihad’ is obtained by the mere removal of the political
obstacle and forcible conversions have no links with ‘Jihad’. This explanation outlines the notion of *jus ad bellum* in Islam. The holy Koran also outlines the notion of *jus in bello* and postulates that discrimination and proportionality must be employed in the prosecution of the ‘Jihad’.

The ‘Holy Koran’, as well as the early sources of Islamic jurisprudence make a distinction between combatants and non-combatants, the treatment of women and children, and even the members of other religious orders, unless they are engaged in direct combat themselves. The ‘Mujahadin’ or the holy warriors engaged in ‘Jihad’ are also instructed to practice proportionality and restraint in their combat as part of ‘Jihad’. Nevertheless, all these are interpretations based on how and in what context the interpretation has been attempted and the personality involved in executing the interpretation. There is no accepted ‘doctrine of just war’ in Islam. There is, however, enough literature to apply various permutations of ‘Koranic interpretation’ as per the situation and the need to implement the ‘Shariah’. The modern ‘Jihad’, whether called for by a state actor or an Islamic movement, involves the reinterpretation of concepts from classical writings and their articulation in the modern idiom. Hence, manipulation of group dynamics by the religious leadership, affects both the style and intensity of the violent conflict. Conflict entrepreneurs or religious ideologues are often employed to reframe a conflict in religious terms and to convince the population that it is the religiously sanctioned ‘Jihad’. Thus ‘Jihad’ forms a rhetoric, which justifies violence.

THE ORIGIN OF THE TALIBAN.

The capture of the capital city of Kabul in September 1996, and the subsequent control of Mazar-e-Sharif in August 1998, brought the Taliban to the fore and they became the predominant group controlling a major part of Afghanistan. What attracted attention of the world was their seemingly inconspicuous entry into the ethnically divided battle zone of Afghanistan, their quick success and the harsh repressive policies promulgated by them. The emergence of an assertive and rabidly ultra conservative Taliban also placed obstacles in the way of humanitarian aid and nation building programs started under the aegis of the United Nations. It is important to understand who the Taliban are and the phenomenon of their meteoric rise, as well as success, in controlling the better part of the territories of Afghanistan.

‘Talibs’ and ‘Imams’ have been a part of Islamic socio-cultural traditions for the better part of the history of Islam itself. ‘Talib’ means a student while ‘Imam’ implies a teacher. The concept of the ‘Talib’ has long been known all over the Northwest Province of British India and the adjoining areas of Afghanistan. This was recorded as such by Sir Winston Churchill in 1898. He mentioned them as wandering ‘Talib-ul-ilms’, corresponding to the theological students in
Turkey and living free at the expense of the people.\textsuperscript{9} Thus the Mullah, Imam and the Talib have been an integral part of the historic religious culture of Afghanistan. They had specific roles in the social fabric. It was mainly due to the profound devotion of these figures to their religious, cultural and social responsibilities that the general public held them in esteem. This was also the reason why their daily necessities and expenditures were met through voluntary contributions. Traditionally the land owning class and the peasantry donated a certain fixed percentage of their agricultural produce for the upkeep of the village Mullah and the Talibs under him. On their part, the Mullah and the Talibs carried out their religious and cultural duties. These included teaching the children the rudiments of the religion; carrying out marriage ceremonies; naming children; saying out the burial prayers at the death and burial service; performing the Azan (the call for prayer from the Mosque); and leading the five-time daily prayers. Being a Talib constitutes the first stage for becoming a Mullah. No one can join the ranks of the Mullah without first having been a Talib. Similarly all Talibs land up becoming Mullahs, once their religious education has been completed and their knowledge considered as adequate to meet the religious needs. The Afghans have looked upon the Mullah and the Talibs as consecrated and somewhat privileged class in religious order. The Mullahs and their Talibs have figured prominently in times of crisis as rallying figures to fight for the religion. In the second Anglo-Afghan war of 1879, Mullah Moshki Alam gave the call for Jihad against the British. He also led the Kabul uprising.\textsuperscript{10}

The Taliban phenomenon, therefore, is not totally new to Afghanistan. Let us now trace the rise of the present movement. A large number of resistance groups participated in the anti-Soviet campaign organized and financed by the United States, through Pakistan. The Mullahs, Imams and the Talibs became an important part of the recruitment drive in the rural areas. In fact a large number of them joined the ranks of the Mujahadin and were prominent in the 'Harkat-e-Inqualabi-e-Islami' (Movement of the Islamic Uprising).\textsuperscript{11} It is also important to understand the fact that this group, of religious preacher and student combine, had become somewhat marginalised as a result of years of state building by the royal regime and subsequently the communists. The state and nation building process had created its own elite which included Islamic scholars and judicial officials trained in modern schools and universities. The internecine battle of past two decades also resulted in the eclipse of the new elite or the modernizing group, as each faction that came to power, decimated the intelligentsia of its rivals. At the same time, as millions of Afghans became refugees, the educational system collapsed and the only way of education was the religious ‘madrassa’ (literal meaning is school) of the rural areas. Since 1978, the children attaining school age have had their education primarily in the ‘madrassas’. Hence, a whole generation has had no other formal schooling except that
imparted by the Mullahs. They also had the inherent urge to once again come to the fore in the Afghan society after having been sidelined by the modernization and nation building process.

The present ‘Taliban’ movement came up as a response to the failure of the ‘Mujahidin’ to establish a stable government after the Soviet withdrawal and the collapse of subsequent governments. The movement was led by Mullah Muhammad Umar with a group of ‘madrassa’ teachers and students basically of the Durrani Pashtun clan. The mission was to end the tyrannical power of the various mujahadin warlords and establish a pure Islamic regime. The movement succeeded largely because of the military aid provided by Pakistan and the financial backing given by Saudi Arabia. This aid enabled them to gain control of Kandhar in October-November 1994 and almost 85 percent of the country by August 1998. It is also interesting to note that in the advance of the Taliban, it was mostly the power of money that played an important role rather than the much-touted military capabilities, as war weary Pashtun warlords were bought off by finances made available by Saudi Arabia.

THE TRUE FACE OF THE TALIBAN.

The groundwork for the coming together of the Taliban was laid outside Afghanistan, in the refugee camps in Pakistani provinces of Baluchistan and Northwest Frontier Province (NWFP). Most of these refugee Afghans (predominantly Durrani Pashtuns) were from the landless and poor strata of the Afghan society. The younger lot had been brought up in the refugee camps themselves and had no memories of or attachment of any home in Afghanistan. As far as the older lot was concerned, they were composed of mercenaries, members of smuggling gangs making their living in drug and arms smuggling, dropouts from Mujahidin bands for some misdemeanor and generally a lot with no sense of social obligation. The Mullahs and their Talibs, wielded power in such a conglomerate and gave the group the sense of moral superiority.

The Madrassas in the refugee camps were run by the ‘Jamait-e-Ulema-e-Islam’, a fundamentalist sect tracing its lineage to the Deoband School of ultra Islamic conservatism, with origins in India. The schools run under their aegis specialized in indoctrinating young Afghans to follow a highly puritanical version of Islam and medieval policies. The main leaders of the Taliban organization also came from other seminaries of the Jamait. Mullah Mohammed Omar and three of his six key subordinates are a product of the madrassas run by the Jamait in Karachi, Pakistan. The fighting force of the Taliban was a result of the turf battle between Pakistan’s Interior Ministry headed by General Nasiruddin Babar and the Inter-Service Intelligence agency (ISI), during the second term of Benazir Bhutto as the Prime minister. In
Babar’s view the madrassa students provided an opportunity to open another track as a parallel force to the ISI sponsored Mujahadin group led by Gulbuddin Hikmetyar. The ISI opposed the move as it felt that the duo of Babar and Bhutto were trying to cut down their turf. Babar persisted and was perceptive enough to visualize the potential of religiously indoctrinated Taliban, as a counter to corrupt Mujahadin, in the game plan to lay the foundations of a pro-Pakistan and dependent regime in Afghanistan.

Through the 1980’s and early 1990’s the ISI had channeled more arms and money from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) of United States, to Hikmetyar’s radical-fundamentalist faction than to any other Mujahadin group. Hikmetyar’s attraction for the ISI lay in the fact that he had very little grassroots support inside Afghanistan itself and was thus beholden and dependent on the Pakistani’s. In Babar and Bhutto’s calculations this became a serious flaw. In their calculus Hekmetyar could never consolidate power to the extent that was desired by Pakistan to safeguard the land routes to the potential oil states of Central Asia. Thus, the decision to prop up Taliban was taken as a solution to Pakistan’s problem. The Taliban were thus provided with money, fuel, and supplies to sustain them along with vehicles, weapons and volunteers from Pakistani madrassas.

The Taliban grew in strength and importance when the Jamait’s Chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman joined the coalition government of Benazir Bhutto. Rehman, in his capacity as the chairman of the National assembly’s standing committee on foreign affairs, lobbied for both moral and financial support for the Taliban in the US and Europe. His pitch was that the Taliban were Islamic moderates and once in power would stop the flow of drugs from Afghanistan as also wind up the terrorist camps there. He also lobbied in Saudi Arabia and the Gulf States. The result was broad support and acceptance of the Taliban as well as major financial backing from Saudi Arabia. The ties with the Taliban were further cemented when Saudi intelligence chief Prince Turki al-Faisal visited Pakistan in 1996. The flow of Central Asian oil and gas through Afghanistan to seaports in Pakistan was a major economic spin off consideration for ensuring a pliant regime in Afghanistan. Apparently the United States was also backing a US oil company Unocal, for the project of a gas pipeline from Turkmenistan across Afghanistan to Pakistan. An Argentinean company Bridas was also in the fray with its own financial supporters.

These interests ensured that the Taliban could be propped up both militarily and financially through multifarious sources. The fuel permits mafia in Pakistan also played an important support role. Their modus was based on the permits issued by the provincial governments of Baluchistan and NWFP to tribal chiefs in Afghanistan for buying food in
Pakistan to supply the Mujahadin fighting the Soviets. The Taliban with their Jamait credentials were given access to businessmen close to Asif Zardari, husband of Prime Minister Bhutto, and monopolized the permits to export fuel to Afghanistan. These permits became major revenue earners for both the Taliban and the Pakistani businessmen and created a core of politicians and business interest groups who had a vested interest in backing and promoting the Taliban. The greater the success Taliban achieved, more the demand went up for fuel and food from Pakistan and brought more revenue to businessmen and politicians. Another source of financial support came in the form of the truck transport mafia. Pashtuns, of the same clan as the Taliban, dominated the truck trade. This created natural affinity and bondage. The truck trade mafia was interested in expanding its trade and smuggling operations across Afghanistan to Iran and Central Asian Republics. The local warlords around Kandhar checked them. The Taliban came to their rescue and the warlords were bought off and chased away. The truck Mafia played a crucial role in putting the Taliban on to drug trade for their revenue. This trade is the most lucrative source of Taliban revenues.

The period from late 1994 to summer of 1995 proved crucial for the rise of the Taliban. During this period Pakistan became more disillusioned with Hekmetyar, as he was unable to capture Kabul from Rabbani and Masood. The Taliban now got full support from the ISI as well as the Pakistani Army. The ISI also brought in hundreds of ex Afghan army men who had fled the country after failing to overthrow the communist President Najibullah. Coincidentally the majority was ‘Durrani Pashtuns’, who were more than willing, to take part in any endeavor which reasserted their clan. They also provided a military organization and tactical backup to ensure better operational efficiency. The Pakistani artillery and other suitable combat as well as service support elements were also grouped with the Taliban militia as it moved to assert itself. The Taliban juggernaut steadily moved from Spin Boldak (a trucking halt on the border opposite the Pakistani border town Chaman) to Kandhar to Ghazni and onwards to Kabul. The capture of Ghazni was also the turning point when the ISI and the Pakistan Army decided to dump Hekmetyar and throw the full weight of their support behind the Taliban.
Thus, it was not a coincidence, that by February 1995 the Taliban forces had become 10,000 strong from a few hundred only four months earlier. They now had tanks, artillery, good communication systems and were organized into mobile, tactically flexible units capable of even undertaking night operations.\footnote{27}

The hand of the Pakistan Army in this organization and training was clearly visible. The support also extended to Pakistani personnel fighting alongside the Taliban to ensure that a hardcore of well-trained and motivated fighters was available to bolster the morale and the fighting capabilities of the Taliban. This is borne out by the reports of approximately 500 Pakistani personnel being captured by the Northern Alliance of President Rabbani.\footnote{28} As many as 200 Pakistani's were also killed during the first Taliban attack against Mazar-i-Sharif in 1997. The Taliban leadership acknowledged the presence of Pakistani fighters as volunteers taking part in a Jihad against a tyrannical regime.\footnote{29}

The Taliban successes were a result of better organization, good command and control setup, an excellent logistics support structure and the speed of advance. All these factors were further enhanced by fifth column activities and huge bribes to buy off commanders of various factions to weaken the resistance.\footnote{30} The funds provided by Saudi Arabia, through the ISI, helped in this process. The Taliban are reported to have paid the Hezb commander, Abdul Malik Pehalwan, a sum of 200 million dollars to desert General Dostum.\footnote{31} The crisis, in the month of May 1997, in Mazar-i-Sharif actually exposed the weakness of the Taliban. Hundreds of Taliban fighters were gruesomely massacred when fight broke out between them and the supporters of Pehalwan. This came about just three days after Pakistan had recognized the Taliban at a hastily organized press conference, following their apparent victory over the Dostum-Pehalwan combine at Mazar-i-Sharif. Almost 2000 Taliban fighters were killed in these skirmishes and it exposed to the world their actual military prowess. It also placed a question mark on the durability of the Taliban phenomenon since "if nothing succeeds like success then nothing fails like failure."\footnote{32}
To summarize, it can be said that the Taliban are the young men originating from the fundamentalist Islamic schools in Pakistan. They are led by mullahs from these schools and the leadership is basically confined to adherents of Jamait-e-Ulema-e-Islam based in Pakistan. All of them profess the Sunni faith in Islam and are essentially composed of the Pashtuns. The Durrani sect of the Pashtuns claims the majority. The organization has active support of Pakistan and their military success appears primarily due to this support. It would also be appropriate to conclude that the ranks of Taliban swelled due to volunteers from Pakistani madrassas and even by unemployed men from the Punjab and Sind\(^3^3\) regions of Pakistan along with some Arab, Kurd and other mercenaries. The Pakistani support is designed to cater for a pliant regime in Kabul. Such an arrangement would actively assist Pakistan in attaining its strategic objectives in the region. The extreme Sunni image meets Saudi approval, as it sees the Taliban as a counter against its political rival – Shia Iran. The Taliban have imposed their own extremely conservative interpretation of Islam, based on the refugee camp mentality where they have grown up.\(^3^4\)

So far the Taliban have conducted themselves like an army of occupation. The Amnesty International and other Human Rights groups have documented their atrocities against the other minority groups and the women in detail. The human rights groups have coined the name “Devil’s Militia” for them.\(^3^5\) They rule by instilling fear and by being brutal rather than by commanding support for their ideals. Despite the religious cloak that they wear, they have embarked on realizing revenues through the drug trade. The reports indicate that opium cultivation has received their active support and Afghanistan ranks as the largest heroin producer in the world.\(^3^6\) They have restored order in the areas captured by disarming the population, especially those not from their own clan. No institutions have been built to sustain the rule and establish governance. The future of the Taliban appears uncertain, since, Afghanistan has basically been a conglomerate of tribal and ethnic identities, comprising anarchic mountain people who have historically come together for their own interests to beat back foreign domination. Left alone, they are more likely to maintain their tribal socio-cultural independence and resist domination by any other tribal group.

**RENTIER STATE THEORY AND APPLICABILITY FOR AFGHANISTAN.**

Barnett R. Rubin, Director of the ‘Center for Preventive Action Council on Foreign Relations’ is considered an expert scholar on Afghanistan. In October 1998 he gave testimony on the situation in Afghanistan to the United States Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. He has also carried out a very detailed historical and situational analysis of events in Afghanistan in
his book "The Fragmentation of Afghanistan: State Formation and Collapse in the International System." Rubin has advocated the concept of rentier state in the context of Afghanistan, based on his incisive historical analysis of the pattern of the formation and subsequent collapse of Afghanistan as a state.\footnote{37} In this hypothesis, a rentier state implies a state with no indigenous natural resources or an agricultural base that can sustain the economy of the state.

When we apply this criteria to Afghanistan we find that over a period of time the state has existed mainly on outside resources. Only twelve percent of the land area of Afghanistan is arable land. The problems are further compounded by lack of water for irrigation purposes.\footnote{38} Hence, it has lacked a sufficient agricultural economy to sustain the economic demands of nationhood. Historically, the economic resources in Afghanistan have been garnered, by taxing the caravans plying the ‘silk route’; by forays into neighboring richer areas of India and Iran for loot and plunder; and by external aid from the British in the colonial era of competition with the Russian empire. Between 1955-1978, Soviet Union provided nearly $ 1.25 billion in economic aid and $ 1.27 billion in military aid.\footnote{39} It was also the preferential trade partner and allowed trade at terms favorable to Afghanistan. Afghanistan has never been able to exercise tight control over all its tribal entities in order to draw up a worthwhile and sustainable taxation structure. As per available figures, in 1978 the peasants and nomads paid no taxes to the government. The government of the day was able to collect minimal tax revenue from the peasants in the river valleys but had no control over the nomads of the hill regions.

In these circumstances, the concept of statehood was built around a charismatic military leader uniting the tribes with the promise of sharing the loot, or by coercion and subsequently sustaining it by surviving on foreign aid. This has generally involved Pashtun rulers, using external resources to meet the economic demands of the state and to manipulate ethnically heterogeneous tribal society to sustain their rule. The demise of the ruler or the end of the foreign aid has generally led to the fracturing of the state along tribal entities. It appears that this approach has been used by Pakistan in working out their options in post- Soviet withdrawal period in Afghanistan. To control the rentier state, Pakistan embarked on providing military muscle and arms to bring up an allied and pliant group, Saudi Arabia was roped in to provide the finances needed to run the state and buy the loyalties of various tribal groups. The initial support to the Taliban by United States was based probably on ushering stability for humanitarian assistance. Subsequently, the lobbying by oil firms could have brought in the interest in the opening of the oil and gas routes to the Central Asian Republics.\footnote{40} The cash inflow through taxes on flow of oil and gas was seen as future stabilization factor for the regime propped up in this calculus.
REGIONAL IMPLICATIONS

PAKISTAN.

Pakistan has the closest and the strongest links with Afghanistan. The Taliban have come up through the 'madrassas' in Pakistan and have had very active political, financial and military support from Pakistan. As brought out earlier, the Taliban were propped up by the democratic government of Benazir Bhutto to create a pliant regime in Afghanistan. Pakistan has always been strategically concerned with Afghanistan. The confrontation in the east with India; the loss of its eastern half when Bangladesh came into being in the 1971 civil war; and the historic challenge posed by an ethnically similar population of Pashtuns spanning the border province of NWFP and adjoining areas in Afghanistan, making demands of separate 'Pakhtunistan', have been a great cause of concern for Pakistan. It needs to be recalled that Afghanistan was the only country voting against the admission of Pakistan to the United Nations.

Pakistan saw the civil war in Afghanistan as a window of opportunity to obtain a secure border on its West and North and gain strategic depth against India. Successive governments in Pakistan, regardless of their ideology, have followed this goal with a single-minded devotion. General Zia chalked out his own game plan while offering to act as the front line state for the US efforts to check the Soviets. Pakistan and its ISI have supported and worked diligently to bring up an Islamist rather than a nationalist group in Afghanistan. The logic was that an Islamist regime would not create problems against a fellow Muslim state as compared to a nationalist group, which is more likely to raise issues along the border region inhabited by the same ethnic group. The involvement of Pakistan in the resistance movement, and as the conduit for military and financial aid for the 'Mujahadin' from the US, also helped to bring up many Pashtuns into the military and political elite. This helped to assuage the Pashtun feelings of neglect and domination by the Punjabi clique. Incorporation of Pashtuns also enabled them to exercise clientelistic control and influence over Pashtun groups in Afghanistan. This has also allowed Pakistan to successfully sever the Delhi-Kabul axis, which had strategically troubled it in the past.41

In leveraging for a pliant regime in Afghanistan, Islamabad also saw the opening up of Central Asian Republics as a major source of economic and diplomatic gain. The proposal for laying pipelines through Afghanistan for oil and gas from Central Asian Republics and the revenue generation has been a major consideration. This primarily affected Pakistan, however, Saudi Arabia also extended the financial support due to involvement of its oil company in collaboration with the US company.42 In assessing the effects of the rise of the Taliban on
Pakistan, one also must keep in mind that the Taliban have been brought up and nurtured in the madrassas in Pakistan. Most of the Taliban leaders have graduated from Dar-ul-ulum-Haqqania in NWFP and Jamia-ul-ulm-ul-Islamia in Karachi. They have strong links with the fundamentalist political party Jamait-ul-ulema-e-Islam. Volunteer Pakistani nationals from the madrassas in Pakistan have bolstered the Taliban forces. At the same time the trucking and drug smuggling mafia has closely supported the Taliban for their own vested interests. This support and the finances involved in both these trades have their own dynamics. The result of these and the war in Afghanistan has manifested in an increased flow of arms, drugs and easy money in Pakistan. This has added to both social and political tensions.\textsuperscript{43}

The Taliban phenomenon has also given a fillip to conservative and fundamentalist forces and created internal religious tensions. The madrassa network encouraged by General Zia is creating its own radical fundamentalists and creating an upsurge of religious conservatism in Pakistan. The Sunni and Shia rivalry, separatist aspirations of Baluch and Sindhi populations, and the urge of Islamists to copy the Taliban vision of society does not bode well for Pakistan. As aptly summarized by Rashid “the threat of an Islamic revolution in Pakistan has never been greater.”\textsuperscript{44} Recently, when Pakistan’s Interior Minister Moinuddin Haider criticized the Islamic parties conclave for their brazen display of arms, the leader of the faction of Jamait-e-Ulema-e-Islam retorted back that the weapons were displayed to demonstrate to the United States that the Muslims are not weak.\textsuperscript{45} The closeness of association with Taliban has brought gun culture, increased involvement in drug trade and religious fundamentalism with extremist overtones in the society. Thus, it appears that instead of Afghanistan providing the strategic depth to Pakistan, it is Pakistan, which is now providing the strategic back up to the Taliban. This fatal embrace needs to be taken note of, as Pakistan possesses nuclear weapons.

On the social front, the Islamists in Pakistan are already extolling the Taliban code for women in Afghanistan and making demands for a similar code in Pakistan. The plight of women in Afghanistan has been well documented by various human rights groups as also the State Department’s report on Human Rights Practices in Afghanistan\textsuperscript{46} and needs no further elaboration. Its extension into Pakistan would certainly be a great tragedy. All evidence leads to the conclusion that Pakistan (or more specifically the various madrassas there) has become the fountainhead of Islamic militancy. The fundamentalist organizations nurturing these madrassas with Saudi finances want to seek a greater role by internationalizing the spread of their brand of Islam through the cadre prepared by them. Hence, we find Pakistani trained Islamic militants not only in Kashmir but also in Chechnya, Dagestan, and as per recent reports even in Albania making efforts to woo support in Kosovo.\textsuperscript{47}
As we analyze the shape of affairs and the relationship of Pakistan with Taliban, it is clear that with more than 2500 madrassas churning out future warriors for the Islamic cause, the political future of Pakistan has a big question mark. What is certain is that Islamic and fundamentalist forces, with the Taliban as their guiding figures, will increase their influence and bring in more uncertainties in the already fragile polity of Pakistan. The time frame for the Islamic hard-liners to coalesce cannot be predicted but their rise to predominant position is certain in the near future. Despite the close ties Pakistani security and intelligence agencies have with the Taliban, the latter do not appear to be totally under Pakistani control. The Taliban have been able to exploit the differences in the various political, religious and governmental organizations and manipulate them to their advantage. Pakistan has also proved incapable of controlling the religious and other organizations, which support Taliban. The drug cartels, smuggling mafia, truckers mafia and the petty politicians looking for financial gains have created their own vested interests which increases sectarian violence and domestic turmoil. Afghanistan will survive the Taliban phenomenon, but it is uncertain if Pakistan will be able to. It is also clear that dismantling the entrenched fundamentalism; militancy and criminalization will be very difficult indeed. Any attempts by the present military regime will lead to greater internal conflict. It would not be wrong to assume that Pakistan is also a very possible candidate to join the list of failed states in the foreseeable future.

IRAN.

Iran shares a long border with Afghanistan. It had provided refuge to a large population of Afghans during the period of Soviet occupation of Afghanistan. The developments in Afghanistan have considerable impact on the Iranian population in the contiguous provinces. Iran had hoped that the withdrawal of Soviet forces would lead to the return of Afghan refugees. Not only has this not taken place due to the internecine civil conflict amongst various tribes and ethnic groups, but the raging civil strife has added to more refugees flowing into Iran. The refugee influx has led to the spread of contagious diseases, gunrunning and drug smuggling. Iran also tried to play a mediator’s role amongst the various groups after the Soviet withdrawal and even appointed a special representative in its foreign ministry as ‘in-charge of the Afghan affairs’. After the occupation of Kabul by the Taliban, Iran hosted a regional conference, which was attended by delegates from Russia, Pakistan, India, China, Central Asian Republics (except Uzbekistan), the European Union, the Organization of the Islamic Conference and the representative of the United Nations. The Taliban and Saudi Arabia did not send their
representatives despite being invited. The ‘Sunni’ Taliban have shown their mistrust towards ‘Shia’ Iran right from the inception of gaining power, over major part of Afghanistan.

Iran’s links to various Afghan groups have changed and deepened over a period of time. A study of Iranian policy towards Afghanistan highlights that the policy is dictated by a combination of factors. The first is the solidarity with the Shia population in Afghanistan as well as Pakistan. The next, is the strategic concern over the embargo by the United States and the need felt to open better links to the Central Asian Republics. The next factor is the rivalry with Saudi Arabia. Hence, we find that Iran has reacted forcefully to the Taliban advances in the Northern part of Afghanistan, where the Shia population resides. It is also important to bring out that Iran originally became involved through its links with the revolutionary groups that took control of the Hazarat area in 1979. Iran united all the Shia groups in 1988 into Hizb-i-Wahadat and pressed for their inclusion in the international negotiations dominated by Sunni groups supported by the United States, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. In Iranian perspective, after the Soviet withdrawal, it was the Soviet backed Kabul government which was ensuring that the Sunni Wahhabi groups are not allowed to take over power in Afghanistan. Hence, it did not support the Shia groups making war with Kabul during this period. The rise of the Taliban has led Iran to adopt a more active posture in terms of economic and military support to the Shia groups. Iran has also been instrumental in cobbled together the Northern Alliance and is the main supporter for their economic and military needs. Iran has been deeply concerned with the future of the Shia population in Afghanistan especially after the Taliban atrocities in Herat, Hazarat and Mazar-i-Sharif against the Shia community. The massacre of Iranian diplomats by the Taliban in 1998 further exacerbated the bad relations between the Taliban and Iran.

In strategic terms, Iran has considered the opening up of the Caucasus and the Caspian basin more important to it than Pakistan. Iran borders the Caspian region and shares borders with Azerbaijan and Turkmenistan. The route through Iran for the region’s oil and gas is the shortest to the sea. Iran and Turkey have been confabulating on joint enterprise to tap the oil and gas resources from the Caspian basin. This venture would allow the Central Asian Republics to gain more economic independence from Russia. Hence, the support extended by Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, as also the involvement of American oil company Unocal, was seen by Iran as a part of US plan to encircle and isolate Iran. Iran’s opposition to the Taliban is a product of both the ideological and strategic considerations. Iran sees Pakistan, backed by Saudi Arabia, as the main player supporting Taliban and trying to obtain leverages detrimental to Iran’s interests. The rivalry thus formed between Iran and Pakistan, which is also eyeing the
Caspian basin, has probably become the major source of support for the continuing conflict in Afghanistan.

Iran is affected by the Shia-Sunni divide and radical posture of the Taliban who are Sunni extremists. Tehran may be tempted to try a more direct engagement of Pakistan if its present set of initiatives against the Taliban does not yield desired results. It is possible for Iran to engineer an insurgency in Pakistani Baluchistan, which is contiguous to Iranian Baluchistan. The Baluchis in Pakistan have been making demands for a separate homeland to get out of the dominance of the Punjabis. The Iranian regime has presented a more moderate face in the recent past and there are tentative indications of a thaw in relations with the United States. At the same time, the presence and support by the Taliban for Saudi dissident Osama-Bin-Laden has cooled the Saudi support for Taliban. Iran on other hand has moved ahead to take out the chill from its relations with Saudi Arabia. All these steps imply that Iran is seeking to isolate Pakistan as the sole supporter of the Taliban and the terrorist activities undertaken by Osama-Bin Laden. Historically, Persia exercised a strong cultural influence over the Central Asian region before the Russian conquests. Iran clearly sees its role in the region in this historical perspective. The Central Asian Republics would also be eager to collaborate with Iran in the oil and gas spheres since, it not only provides the shortest route, but Iran’s credibility is also high being one of the oldest oil producers in the world. Thus, the rise of the Taliban appears to have stimulated an Islamic fundamentalist competition for influence in Central Asia.

CENTRAL ASIAN REPUBLICS

The term Central Asian Republics include the five separate states that emerged after the collapse of the Soviet Union: Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Turkmenistan. These states did not exist prior to the drawing of the Soviet republican boundaries and hence, in the centuries before the Russian conquests there has been substantial transmigration of various ethnic groups in the region. The various groups were identified by the clan they belonged to or by either their being Turkic speaking or Persian speaking. The present borders include various ethnic groups in each of the new states. Tajikistan has Uzbeks in Khojent province; Kyrgyzstan has Uzbeks in the Osh area of the Fergana valley. Chimekant region of Kazakhstan also has Uzbeks. Tajiks are a substantial group in Bukhara and Samarkand areas of Uzbekistan as also are a large number of Kazakhs. Kazakhstan has a large population of Russians, Ukrainians and Germans in its northern part. Hence, this is a complicated region with strong ties to Russia. The region feels directly threatened by the happenings in Afghanistan, especially the rise of fundamentalist forces.
individual states, the threat faced is in terms of spill over of fundamentalist forces to trigger anti-
regime Islamic movements, drug trafficking, and the migration of refugees from Afghanistan. The threat perception gets magnified due to similar ethnic composition along the border areas and the clan loyalties that spill across. The drug trade poses the greatest challenge. It is not only leading to the corruption of security officials, but it is also giving rise to an indigenous drug trade within the Central Asian Republics. The civil war in Afghanistan has also affected the region financially. The five states were hoping to better their economies by reducing dependence on Russia and seeking trade with other nations through Afghanistan.  

The Iranian route was not accorded a priority because of US sanctions against Iran and its limited links to other nations. Consequently, the civil strife in Afghanistan has ensured that Russian influence remains intact.

Let us now consider each of these states and the security threat perceived by them from Afghanistan. Tajikistan perceives a direct threat due to the fact that Tajik opposition had functioned from Afghanistan and had safe sanctuaries there. Uzbekistan is concerned about the stability of the border region it shares with both Afghanistan and Tajikistan due to the ethnic composition of the population. The migration of Uzbeks and Tajiks from Afghanistan, due to nontolerance exhibited by the Taliban towards other ethnic groups, is also an area of concern as it upsets the delicate ethnic balance in these two states. Turkmenistan appears to face a direct security threat, but it seems to have responded to the economic necessity rather than the security threat. Out of its concern for the need to transport goods through Afghanistan, it has kept itself away from any Central Asian efforts to isolate the Taliban. It has also not directly recognized the Taliban government. As the project of pipelines through Afghanistan got delayed and then abandoned, Turkmenistan entered into agreement with Iran for shipping out its oil. Iran has also agreed to create suitable railroad infrastructure for this purpose. Of the remaining states, Kyrgyzstan is affected the most by the drug trade and the refugees coming from Tajikistan. Kazakhstan seems to have been the least affected by the Afghan situation so far. In terms of response, Uzbekistan has tried to influence the military situation in Northern Afghanistan. It is likely to continue to be involved in supporting the Uzbeks. Turkmenistan has served as a supplier and conduit of military aid. These states will continue to watch the situation and are not likely to support the Taliban. In general, the region is increasingly concerned about the prospect of the rise of fundamentalist forces influenced by the Taliban.
CHINA

China has the largest concentration of Muslim population in East Asia and this segment of population is considered important in terms of national security concerns by the Chinese government. The three bomb explosions in February, 1997 in Urumqi, the capital of Xinjiang, which is the Muslim majority province, is a reminder of this concern. Reportedly the explosions caused seven fatalities and 67 injuries.\textsuperscript{61} The Urumqi explosions are the confirmation of the rising tempo of Islamic fundamentalism and militancy in Xinjiang and the rising concern China harbors in this context at the happenings in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{62} Historically, Xinjiang became part of China in the closing decades of the Ching dynasty about a century ago. The province has been known for frequent rebellions and the territories have changed hands between China and Russia. There has even been self-rule by the Turkic inhabitants from 1944 to 1949. The communists amalgamated the region, after conquest in 1949, and it became one of the five autonomous regions of China. The Chinese policy of assimilation during the last 50 years has ensured that the Han population has gone up from 15 percent in 1950 to 38 percent in recent years.\textsuperscript{63} This figure will change drastically when the east-west rail link to span the province is completed. This migration of and settling of the Han is a major irritant and source of discord. The Uighurs are very angry with this.\textsuperscript{64} Islamic militancy came to the fore in mid 1980’s as a consequence of large Islamic militant force raised to fight the Soviets in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{65} Since then, the militant activities have been on the rise. Large numbers of Uighurs undertook studies and training in the madrassas run in Pakistan and have been indoctrinated on the Taliban pattern.\textsuperscript{66} The Uighurs harbor deep animosity towards the Chinese not only because of religion but also because the Han population treats them as ignorant barbarians. The madrassa training and the rise of fellow Talibs in Afghanistan are a great motivating force to spur the militancy in Xinjiang.\textsuperscript{67} The Chinese authorities view these developments seriously.

The rise of the Taliban has serious implications for China. The Taliban phenomenon strengthens the separatist forces. Pakistani madrassas and the Jam-alt-i-Islam party are too happy to train the Uighurs or for that matter any Muslim from any other country as part of their philosophy to spread Islam. It is also possible that some of the mercenary Afghans, Tajiks, and Kyrgyz Islamists may have linked up with the Uighur movement to make it more potent. In this milieu, China is attempting to follow a two-pronged strategy. First, on the domestic front, China has adopted a hard and ruthless approach to curb Islamic militancy. Bans have been imposed on building of mosques, prayers and religious congregations. At the same time the policy of ‘Han Inundation’ to change the demographics is being pursued vigorously along with economic
development, with the hope that prosperity will kill the separatist and Islamic sentiments. Second, China is pursuing diplomatic initiatives to better its relations with the Islamic states. Trade is an important part of this initiative. Aim being that the countries concerned can be persuaded that it is not in their economic interests to support Islamic movement in China. China has major economic stakes in Xinjiang, as the two most promising oil basins, viz. Tarim and Turpan, are located in Xinjiang.

As part of this strategy, reportedly, a Chinese delegation met with the Taliban leader Mullah Omar with a proposal to help against fresh sanctions by the United Nations. Their Ambassador in Pakistan led the Chinese team. It is interesting to note that China has tried to placate the Taliban by promising military assistance and training in a bid to extract a commitment that they would not support any Islamic movement in Xinjiang. There have been media reports to the effect that the Taliban had permitted Chinese missile experts to take the unexploded cruise missile fired by United States at Laden’s camps. The Taliban too have tried to woo China by using the good offices of Pakistan, which maintains close relations with China. Their motive has been to get military and financial aid. China, as part of its strategy to contain the support for the Islamic militancy in the Xinjiang province, has been willing to help. The drug trade also causes concerns in China as routes have been carved out, by the drug cartels with Taliban connivance, into Xinjiang to feed a growing addict population. The Chinese are also concerned with the ramification of militant groups using the drug trade to finance their movement.

China, despite the overtures to the Taliban, is cautious and has not severed links with the Northern Alliance. The Northern Alliance headed by Rabbani has an embassy in Beijing and its representative in the United Nations is recognized by China as the official representative of Afghanistan. This is so despite China’s relations with Pakistan, which only recognizes the Taliban and actively seeks support for them. The reason for support to the Northern Alliance fits into the Chinese strategy. The alliance controls the strategic Wakhan corridor, which borders Xinjiang. Wakhan provides the shortest route to push drugs and support for Islamic militants in Xinjiang.

RUSSIA

Russia does not have a common border with all the Central Asian Republics but has strategic interest in ensuring that the Central Asian Republics, despite their independence, remain closely allied to Russia. A key concern of Russia is the rise of fundamentalist and radical Islamic movements supported by the Taliban and Pakistan. Russia has blamed Pakistan for
training Islamic terrorists and sending mercenaries to fight in Chechnya and Dagestan.\textsuperscript{71} Russia is concerned about Taliban fundamentalism spreading into the Central Asian Republics and the support that can be garnered from Afghanistan and Pakistan in this context. To check the Taliban initiatives, Russia has strengthened the troop deployment in the Central Asian Republics.\textsuperscript{72} However, Russia would not like to get involved directly in Afghanistan, since it has experienced the morass there.

The economy is another factor of importance for Russia. It would like to ensure that Central Asian States remain integrated to its economy. Russia is also keen to control the vast oil and gas potential of the region. Russia uses the threat posed by the Taliban to maintain a considerable level of economic and political influence in the region. The instability works in favor of Russia as it delays the construction of oil and gas pipelines from the Caspian. This ensures that the export of petroleum products from the Central Asian Republics remains in Russian hands. Russia would remain keen to work on any arrangement that stalls Taliban and thus it provides support to the Northern Alliance. The main concerns in the Russian context are terrorism, drug trafficking, the spread of Islamic militancy in the Central Asian region, and the refugee influx into the Central Asian Republics if the Taliban capture the Northern part of Afghanistan. As one looks at it, there may be a convergence of strategic interests of Russia and China on the threat posed by the rise of Taliban.

INDIA

India does not share a common border with Afghanistan but has been involved in Afghan affairs for a long time. Afghanistan had a very sizeable Hindu population involved in trade and commerce and they had lived in Afghanistan for centuries till their ouster during the period of ‘Afghan Jihad’ against the Soviets. During the period before the invasion by the Soviet Union there were a large number of Indian professionals in the fields of medicine, engineering and higher education. The Indo-Afghan relations were based on the fact that Afghanistan had not accepted the Durand line, drawn by the British as the dividing line between it and Pakistan, at the time of the partition of India.\textsuperscript{73} Thus, mutual antagonism towards the formation of Pakistan shaped the relations between the two countries. The rise of Taliban, trained, indoctrinated and supported militarily and financially by Pakistan has security implications for India. There also has been greater interest by fundamentalist organizations after the Taliban successes. There have been reports of to greater interest by Saudi Arabia in financing activities of fundamentalist preachers and organizations in India.\textsuperscript{74} This is important when we analyze the consequences of
the rise of a force, which is rabidly fundamentalist and militant in preaching the spread of Islam through violent means.

The Indian Government had given formal recognition to the Rabbani regime like most of the countries of the world. It has refused to recognize the Taliban and supports all United Nations endeavors against the human rights record of the Taliban. The very fact that the Taliban came up with active Pakistani support and are a source for sending mercenaries into Kashmir, along with sponsoring terrorist activities, makes it difficult for India to recognize them. Media reports from both India and Pakistan carry news items on the Taliban cadre being diverted by the ISI of Pakistan to fight in Kashmir.\textsuperscript{75} In the words of Ahmed Rashid, a Pakistani correspondent for the 'Far Eastern Review', the Taliban support of the insurgency in Kashmir has led to a siege mentality in New Delhi and it makes dialogue between India and Pakistan increasingly difficult.\textsuperscript{76} It has been estimated that the ISI of Pakistan is pumping approximately $1 billion form narcotics trade to sustain its mercenary operations in Kashmir. This includes the amount paid to the mercenaries recruited through the madrassas, comprising both Afghan and Pakistani nationals, before they are inducted and after they come back from Kashmir.\textsuperscript{77}

The effect of Talibanisation of proxy war in Kashmir has resulted in the struggle losing its self-determination motive and becoming one with serious religious appeal. The fundamentalist parties running various madrassas and training camps for recruiting mujahadin in Pakistan use the Taliban as their guiding examples.\textsuperscript{78} The effect of this can be seen from the fact that Afghan and Pakistani mercenaries were used to ethnically cleanse the Kashmir valley of the \textit{Hindu Pundit community} which had coexisted for centuries with their Muslim brethren. A similar attempt was made again in 1999 resulting in the massacre of a large number of Sikhs in the valley. According to a news item published by Omaid Weekly, an organization called Din-e-Mohammed Taliban, sponsored by the Taliban in Afghanistan, has opened a series of schools in Northern Kashmir to educate children free of cost. The education will be based on Islamic fundamentalist teachings. According to many analysts this would help in preparing the children as soldiers of Islam.\textsuperscript{79} The rise of Taliban has also resulted in terrorist camps being relocated in Afghanistan. Pakistani ISI has also been making full use of its leverage with the Taliban in training and equipping militants for the 'Jihad' in Kashmir. The increase in rabid fundamentalism in this region is a direct fallout of the rise of the Taliban. India and Russia issued a joint statement during the visit of Russian President Vladimir Putin that Afghanistan had become a center of terrorist activities and both countries would coordinate their effort against it.
GLOBAL Fallout

Drug Production and Trafficking

According to a report by the UN-sponsored anti drug organization, up to 4% of the world's population consumes illicit drugs, fuelling an industry worth approximately $400 billion a year. This is larger than international trade in iron, steel and motor vehicles. Afghanistan tops the blacklist of illegal drug-producing states in Asia, and poses the biggest problems for governments in the world fighting drug abuse. "In Afghanistan, due to civil war, political turmoil and lack of administrative structures, large scale illicit opium and poppy production, and heroin manufacture continues," the annual, 1997 United Nations Drug Control report notes.\(^8\) As a result of the increase of 25% in the opium yield in Afghanistan, opium production in Southwest Asia exceeds that in Southeast Asia.\(^8\) The United Nations has voiced grave concern at Afghanistan's growing role as a key producer of drugs in Asia and the impact on the world. In its annual report, the UN's International Narcotics Control Board (INCB) commented that Afghanistan, which is responsible for 75% of the world's opium production, is doing little to tackle the problem. According to the report, there was a 40% increase in the amount of land being used to cultivate illegal opium poppy. Afghanistan is believed to have produced 4,600 tons of opium in 1999. This could be converted into 460 tons of heroin.\(^8\) This is more than twice the production of 2,100 tons in the previous year. Afghanistan's production levels dwarf those of other countries. The rest of the world's combined production during the corresponding period was estimated to be 300 tons.\(^8\) The commission asked Afghanistan to take measures as per convention on international control of narcotic drugs.

UNDCP representative in Pakistan, Bernard Frahi, while releasing the findings of the survey conducted by the United Nations, told journalists that more than 90 per cent of poppy was being cultivated in areas controlled by the Taliban militia.\(^8\) He said that the Taliban...
leadership should respect and fulfil obligations to international conventions on narcotics to which Afghanistan is a signatory. This survey indicated that the area under poppy cultivation increased by 43 per cent from 64,000 hectares in 1998 to some 91,000 hectares in 1999.\textsuperscript{85} Cultivation of poppy was reported for the first time in the Jawzjan and Kunduz provinces, bringing the total number of provinces where opium is grown to 18 among the 31 provinces. Frahi also said that the Taliban authorities received 10 per cent tax on all crops, including poppy. He said collection of tax on poppy meant that the crop was considered "legitimate". Narcotics remain Afghanistan’s and the Taliban’s largest source of income.

Afghanistan’s porous borders with Pakistan, Iran and Central Asian countries, combined with its rugged topography and an absence of narcotics law enforcement, make it one of the world’s least controlled narcotics trafficking areas. Numerous morphine bases and heroin laboratories operate in Afghanistan, primarily in Kandahar and Nangarhar provinces along the Pakistani border.\textsuperscript{86} Large quantities of precursor chemicals reportedly enter Afghanistan from Central Asia, Europe and Pakistan. There are numerous reports of drug traffickers operating in Taliban territory with the consent or involvement of Taliban officials.\textsuperscript{87} The Iranian security forces, according to a news item of BBC News\textsuperscript{88}, seized more than two tons of opium being transported by camels across the mountainous eastern region of Khorasan bordering Afghanistan. The news quoted a senior official as saying that there were twenty camels and some light weapons were also captured. Iran lies on a major drugs smuggling route between the producers in Afghanistan and Pakistan, and the markets in Arab and European countries. Leaders of Central Asian states have also called for more concerted international effort to keep at bay the biggest threats to them viz. terrorism and the drug trade.\textsuperscript{89}

Pakistan is also deeply enmeshed in the Afghan narcotics problem. Cartels in Pakistan control the refining of much of the opium produced in both Pakistan and Afghanistan into heroin. Mobile laboratories operating in Pakistan’s autonomous tribal areas along and across the Pakistani-Afghan border produce the bulk of heroin manufactured in the Golden Crescent.\textsuperscript{90} A few laboratories operate in Pakistani Baluchistan and others have been set up in Jalalabad and Kandhar in Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{91} Pakistani drug cartels garner enormous profits, although figures are
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impossible to verify. According to one study the Pakistani share of the world’s narcotics trade is about $120 billion a year.\textsuperscript{92} During the eight-year period of martial law under Gen. Zia-ul-Haq (1977-85) a number of officers became involved in narcotics. They were mostly majors in the army who headed martial law courts and started by taking bribes from those accused in narcotic cases.\textsuperscript{93} It is also alleged that the ISI allowed Afghan resistance groups to trade in narcotics and that individual ISI officers participated in the trade.\textsuperscript{94} The ISI is also deeply involved with Sikh militants who used Pakistan as sanctuary and also use heroin to fund their arms purchases.\textsuperscript{95} The Kashmir insurgency is largely funded by narco-trade. Some observers also believe that the army is more deeply involved in narcotics trafficking and that the narcotics Mafia and their politician allies (Nawaz Sharif was included in this group) regularly pay off the corps commanders.\textsuperscript{96} Sophisticated Pakistani trafficking organizations operating out of Quetta in Pakistan, smuggle heroin base and morphine out of Afghanistan to the international markets. These groups place orders with the Afghani processors and arrange for transshipment of the drugs from Afghanistan through Pakistan, and to Iranian or Turkish buyers who move it through Iran and into international drug channels. Most Afghan opium is destined for processing into heroin in Pakistan and Turkey. The finished heroin is sold primarily in Europe.\textsuperscript{97}

The global impact of the Afghanistan-Pakistan drug trade is immense and is likely to grow if not checked with greater determination. The complicity of the Taliban as also the terrorist network of Osama-bin-Laden increases the dimensions of the problem. Competition over this trade is one of the main reasons for the continuing civil war in Afghanistan, pitting the Taliban, who control most of the country today, against the Northern Alliance. Control over heroin-trafficking routes is also the cause of most of the ongoing gang warfare in Pakistan and the bloody clan war in neighboring Tajikistan. It is also an important factor in the gang wars in the Caucasus, where competing armies and militias often depend on the Afghan heroin trade to buy arms.
TERRORISM

In hearings before the "SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE of the UNITED STATES SENATE (106th CONGRESS, SECOND SESSION on CURRENT AND PROJECTED NATIONAL SECURITY THREATS TO THE UNITED STATES)" held on February 2, 2000, J. Stapleton Roy, Assistant Secretary of State for Intelligence and Research, brought out important facts quoted hereafter:

"International terrorist, Osama-bin-Laden's organization is the most prominent that threatens Americans at home and around the globe. Narcotraffickers and international criminals endanger the American way of life and corrupt governments and societies everywhere. Increasingly, where attacks occur does not fully reflect the origin of the threat. The far-flung reach of Osama-bin-Laden from his base in Afghanistan is reflected in a continuous flurry of threats by his organization on almost every continent. His transnational network and the devastating example of his 1998 attacks on our embassies in Kenya and Tanzania make him the primary threat to U.S. interests at home and abroad. Members of his network and other like-minded radical Mujahadin are active globally. Laden funds' training camps and participates in a worldwide terrorist network. But he is not responsible for every Mujahadin attack. The network is analogous to a large corporation with Laden, as a CEO, who provides guidance, funding, and logistical support. His supporters, like regional directors or affiliates, are not micromanaged, and may be left to follow separate agendas." 98

In his statement, George J. Tenet, Director of Central Intelligence, said:

"Since July 1998, working with foreign governments worldwide, we have helped to render more than two dozen terrorists to justice. More than half were associates of Osama-bin-Laden's Al-Qaida organization. These renditions have shattered terrorist cells and networks, thwarted terrorist plans, and in some cases even prevented attacks from occurring. Osama-bin-Laden's organization and other terrorist groups are placing increased emphasis on developing surrogates to carry our attacks in an effort to avoid detection. For example, the Egyptian Islamic Jihad (EIJ) is linked closely with Laden's organization and has operatives located around the world, including in Europe, Yemen, Pakistan, Lebanon, and Afghanistan. And, there is now an intricate web of alliances among Sunni extremists worldwide, including North Africans, radical Palestinians, Pakistanis, and Central Asians. Laden, has shown a strong interest in chemical weapons and his operatives have trained to conduct attacks with toxic chemicals or biological toxins. There is also ample evidence that Islamic extremists such as Laden use profits from the drug trade to support their terror campaign." 99

The statements made in front of the select committee of the Congress clearly bring out the menace created in Afghanistan. The Taliban have very close contact with Laden and the cannon fodder for his terror campaigns is being produced among the Taliban as well as the madrassas of Pakistan.
It is important that we club both Afghanistan and Pakistan together. In effect both in the case of narco-trade and terrorism the area of concern can be classified as an Afghan-Pakistan Cauldron. It is also important to understand that Osama-bin-Laden is perhaps the most public face of a deeper malaise. The nearly ten thousand madrassas strewn over the Afghan-Pakistan Cauldron are producing thousands of new ‘bin-laden clones’ who will be ready to emulate him and carry his cause to create terror against United States and its allies.100 According to a report published in ‘The Hindustan Times’ datelined 16 January 2001, by the Washington based journalist, 50,000 to 70,000 militants from 55 different countries have been trained in recent years in Afghan-Pakistan Cauldron.101 The Islamic militants and terrorists being produced by the madrassa are a threat to democratic and secular countries. It is highly probable that inspired by the ‘Taliban example’ they may turn against the polity in Pakistan itself, as part of their bid to wield independent power.

Osama-bin-Laden and allied radical-fundamentalist organizations have already identified their targets as the Western democracies led by United States, India, and Israel. It will require a global effort to curb the activities of terrorism patronized by the Taliban and radical fundamentalist organizations in Pakistan. The rise of the Taliban has accentuated the Islamic radicalism and militancy. This in turn fosters terrorism in support of misconstrued religious gains. The indoctrinated, battle hardened, and trained mujahadin are thus being seen in ever increasing numbers in varied places like Kashmir, Bosnia, Chechnya, Dagestan and even Kosovo.102 Two prominent Asian security experts, Barry Buzan and the late Gerald Segal, had visualized the area west of India, comprising Pakistan, Afghanistan and parts of Central Asia emerging as a “zone of chaos” by 2030.103 The signs of this “zone of chaos” emerging in Southwest Asia are already visible. It is not difficult to surmise that as long as the army, the mullahs, and the feudal lords, in the name of Islam, jihad and Kashmir, exercise real power in Pakistan there will be no peace in the region.

SPREAD OF RADICAL ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTALISM

The danger and the prospect of the spread of Taliban rhetoric and practices into other countries in the region are very real. The first to be affected (if not already affected) is Pakistan, with its close historic, ethnic and ideological links to the Taliban. Pakistani state institutions are crippled by corruption and ineffectiveness. Many of the Taliban have grown up inside the country, making it easy for them to garner a following. The Taliban have close links to several Pakistani political parties and religious movements. The general discontent with Pakistani-Polity is such that there is a fertile environment for Islamic opposition philosophies.104 According to
Rashid “Pakistan will face a Taliban-style Islamic revolution which will further destabilize it and the entire region”. He further adds “Pakistan army’s high command would be hard pressed to order troops to open fire when confronted with Koran-waiving youth if a radical Islamic revolution commences”.

We also need to understand that Taliban movement is a totalitarian movement, just like the Nazi and Stalinist regimes. The difference is in their Islamic rhetoric, and not in their actions. Like those totalitarian regimes, the Taliban try to find an ideological justification for the totalitarian state they want to create to influence people's lives. Most of the "laws" by the Taliban, have not been written down, creating a sense that the law binds the people, but not the state. They take recourse to the 'Holy Koran' to justify their actions, but, they do not allow any intelligent discussion on the tenets and their interpretations. Again, the parallels with Nazi Germany and Stalin's Soviet Union are obvious. Maley has quoted the Afghan Deputy Foreign Minister as admitting "our rules are obeyed by fear".

“Talibanization”, the destabilizing export of Afghan-style radical Islam, has become a new term in the political lexicon. As political fragmentation, economic meltdown, ethnic and sectarian warfare, and Islamic fundamentalism tighten their grip on Pakistan and much of the rest of the region; the dangerous behavior of Afghanistan's new leaders will not remain localized. The joint venture between the Taliban and the Jamait-e-Ulema-e-Islam, the Pakistan based radical fundamentalist organization, funded by Saudi Wahhabs, and supported by the Pakistani ISI, has become an ever-expanding enterprise, seeking new markets in the region and beyond. The Taliban have promoted a new, radical model for Islamist revolution. The Iranian revolution had thrown up Khomeini, while the Afghan war has brought in the Taliban. They are fast becoming the role models for radical fundamentalist organizations to spread the Wahhabi brand of Islam and Sunni dominance. There has been a distinctive rise of radical fundamentalist forces from the Caucasus to South Asia as fallout of Taliban's rise to power. The spread of Taliban extremism is likely to take place through the medium of thousands of students, from various countries, in the madrassas in Pakistan.

RESPONSE OPTIONS FOR UNITED STATES

Afghanistan has occupied a significant niche of concern for the United States in recent years. Instability and conflict in Afghanistan impacts stability in the Gulf Region, Central Asia and South Asia. The areas span the responsibilities of two CINC's. The Afghan-Pakistan cauldron houses not only some of the most lethal anti-United States terrorist organizations but also the largest heroin producing factories in the world. These, combined with being the
fountainhead for the potentially dangerous spread of radical Islamic fundamentalism, make this region to be of strategic significance in terms of future US security interests. There also is a moral factor attached to the imperative for interest by United States. The present state of affairs in the Afghan-Pakistan cauldron are, at least partially, a result of the money and arms provided by the United States to create the resistance against the Soviet occupation.\(^{110}\) There could be three response options for United States. The first being "Wait and Watch", allowing the situation to find a solution of its own with the involvement of present set of players. The second option would be of "Reactive Response", in terms of reacting to exercise control and limiting the Taliban activities. The third option is to have "Proactive Engagement", to employ all elements of power to neutralize the disruptive force in the 'Cauldron'. Each of these options is discussed separately in subsequent paragraphs.

**Option One: Wait And Watch.** The United States could remain equidistant from both the Taliban and the Opposing Alliance. It should ensure that the agreement with Russia, to ensure that neither country provides any aid to the combatants, is respected in letter and spirit. The United Nations should be utilized to ensure that humanitarian aid and assistance is provided to the needy. At the same time, through the United Nations, suitable curbs and restrictions could be promulgated to check human rights violations in Afghanistan. The United Nations could also be asked to impose more checks and control measures through its narcotic drug control regime to curb and limit the production and flow of drugs from Afghanistan. The major advantage of this option is that the US engagement is kept at minimum essential and at diplomatic initiative level. The moral authority of the UN is exploited to bring necessary pressure on the Taliban and to seek modification of their behavioral pattern. This ensures that the Taliban are denied the proxy symbol against which they can mobilize the fundamentalist ire. The disadvantages are that it could spur the establishment of a rogue state actively sponsoring terrorism and drug trafficking. The human rights scene will also remain murky and threat to regional peace and stability will continue.

**Option Two: Reactive Response.** In this option the strategy is centered on reacting to the developments as they take place. The United States should diplomatically engage Taliban and the military authorities in Pakistan, to advise them to check spread of terrorist activities and narcotics trade. The resolve to check could be demonstrated through the missile attacks based on hard specific intelligence inputs. Concession of recognizing the errant regime till they show concrete results will be denied. Other nations and the institutions of the United Nations will be allowed to carry on their efforts and humanitarian work. As is evident, this course is marginally better than the 'wait and watch' option, in terms of ensuring that threats and inimical actions are
dealt with and resolve for stronger action is conveyed if the situation so warrants. The engagement is confined to intelligence and surveillance in order to check narcotics trade and terrorist activities. The reactions could be graduated to cater for a worsening of the situation. The weakness of this option is in allowing the events to overtake the planned actions. The terrorist nurturing and lucrative narcotics trade is likely to carry on and thrive, with the players ensuring all means of deception to avoid direct action by United States.

**Option Three: Proactive Engagement.** This option is based on the premise that the United States accepts the fact that the ‘Afghan-Pakistan Cauldron’ is actively engaged in drug production and trafficking; nurturing terrorism; and is becoming the fountainhead for exporting radical militant fundamentalism. The underlying theme of this option is to employ all means of national power to curtail the nefarious activities of the Taliban as well as the supporting organizations. The end state visualization will be a stable area that follows the norms of international behavior and participates in curbing activities that threaten peace and stability. To start with, the United States should lay down clear terms for both Afghanistan and Pakistan on the issues concerning terrorism, drug production, narcotics trade, and radical fundamentalism. These could be conveyed as part of diplomatic posturing and could be further linked to continuation or blocking of economic assistance through all sources. In addition suitable measures must be initiated to identify active and passive supporters and the means to bring about diplomatic and economic pressure on them. Saudi Arabia is a strong candidate in this category and it should be possible to leverage Saudi Arabia to cut aid flowing into the ‘Afghan-Pakistan Cauldron’ through governmental or quasi-governmental agencies and religious organizations. As part of wide ranging diplomatic initiatives, relations need to be improved with Iran, and between Iran and Saudi Arabia. Iran acts as a strong counter to the Taliban and is also suitable as a balance to Iraq. The moderate leadership and the younger population imply a more open, receptive and ‘on-the-path-to-moderation’ Iran. Being the Shia sect leader it would be amenable to efforts to contain Sunni extremism. Suitable diplomatic initiatives may be needed to assist Iran in firmly pursuing a moderate path and shedding its fundamentalist image.

Necessary leverages also need to be built with Russia, the Central Asian Republics and China to contain the spread of radical fundamentalism and terrorism. Russia could be assured that its economic interests in the Central Asian Republics will not be undermined by an engagement plan worked out by the United States. The strategy here is to establish an effective *cordon sanitaire* to check the outflow from ‘Afghan-Pakistan Cauldron’. It should also be possible to involve China, due to threat of fundamentalism in Xingjiang, to bring to bear suitable pressure on Pakistan to curb the madrassas and drug trafficking. A suitable resolution could
also be moved through the Security Council for effective action against nuclear terrorism. This
declaration should have a provision for countries not to provide sanctuary to such terrorists;
multinational action in case of non-adherence; no international acceptance of any concessions
secured under threat of nuclear blackmail; and collaborating authorities, organizations,
governments or military officials being tried for crimes against humanity. It should also
incorporate the threat of nuclear powers taking immediate actions to neutralize the country and
its collaborators and dismantling the setup that supports such activity.

Once such active diplomatic initiatives are in place, then measures to weaken the Taliban
should be initiated in conjunction with Iran and Russia. It needs to be underscored that
Afghanistan has always been an ethnic and tribal identity. The only method of ensuring peace is
to ensure that separate identities establish their own areas. These could either be part of
a federal structure under present state umbrella or independent entities. The major hurdle here
would be that some of them span the existing international boundaries. We
need to accept the fact that artificial divides created during colonial era,
separating ethnic identities between two nations, will become the fault lines for
future conflicts. It is possible to attain more lasting peace as also neutralize the
‘Afghan-Pakistan Cauldron’, as a threat to international peace, by assisting the
ethnic identities to forge their cross border linkages. The Taliban are basically
Pashtun tribals and not acceptable to other Afghan entities. If they were to get
their own Pakhtunistan, with their own ethnic homogeneity, then it might be possible to check
the present extremist forces. Pashtuns have never accepted the Durand Line drawn by British.
The emergence of Pakhtunistan with the tacit support and efforts of the United States is likely to
create an entity dependent on the US. It may then also be willing to curb the present set of
nefarious activities.

Pakistan would need to be convinced that it’s so called concept of seeking strategic depth
and a vassal state on its West is flawed and has no logical basis. Afghanistan’s ‘rentier status’
implies that it needs massive outside financial resources and Pakistan is not in a position to
sustain it. A separate Pakhtunistan would probably provide a better security climate on Pakistan's western border. Similarly the Hazaras, Uzbeks and Tajiks in the Northern part of Afghanistan should be allowed and assisted to form their own ethnic areas as part of a federation or as autonomous regions.

China needs to be co-opted in all these initiatives as also convinced that it is in its national interest to join such an initiative. There would be a requirement to force Pakistan through both positive and negative incentives to commence dismantling of madrassas fanning radical and extremist fundamentalism. This would have to be joint effort led by the US. The present Jihad has its roots in the calls for liberating Afghanistan. The present madrassa network in Pakistan uses the call for the liberation of Kashmir to get its recruits. The Jihadi forces can be weakened and more secular and liberal Islamists will get the chance to come to fore if the rallying issues are neutralized. All initiatives and proactive engagement would probably yield better results if carried out under a multinational umbrella incorporating all the regional players and stakeholders.
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Kabul, and work toward setting up a successor government that was broad-based and moderate. But because the United States chose not to opt for a political settlement involving all seven elements of the Mujahadeen, peace was not restored to Afghanistan. Indeed in the decade since the Soviets withdrew in 1989, the people of Afghanistan have not seen a single day of peace. The extremists were so emboldened by the United States during the eighties are now exporting their terrorism to other parts of the world. To the extent that they use heroine trafficking to pay for their exploits, international terrorism and international drug trafficking intersect."

Speech by Benazir Bhutto, available from http://ppp.org.pk/speeches/speech20.html accessed on 17 January 2001. This brings out the complexity of perceptions. Rashid in his writings has been consistent that it was Bhutto and Babar combine, which canalized the support to more fundamentalist groups. It has been a common ploy to blame the US when the situation gets out of hand.
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